
 
 
 

 
PACO 604 
CRISIS COUNSELING  
ED BARKER, PH.D. 
434-592-4066 
ebarker@liberty.edu 
 
I. COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
            This course will involve an examination of the theory and practice of crisis intervention.  
            Various types of crises are examined, together with attending symptoms and potential  
            treatment options. Particular attention is paid to spiritual components and applications. 
 
II. RATIONALE: 

The course of life seldom proceeds smoothly, with trauma and crises affecting nearly all. 
Without addressing the effects of these issues, quality of life suffers greatly and may 
deteriorate to a point where normal developmental and emotional progress is impeded or 
negatively altered. It is incumbent upon the counseling practitioner to develop a 
theoretical rationale and a course of action that will aid the client in regaining control of 
these aspects of their life. 

III. PREREQUISITES:                                                                                                                                                  
As stated in the Liberty University Catalog, it is the student’s responsibility to make up any 
prerequisite deficiencies that would prevent the successful completion of this course. 

 
IV. MATERIALS LIST: 

Required 
Jackson-Cherry, L. & Erford, B. T. (2014). (2nd ed.). Crisis assessment, intervention and prevention. 

Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson. ISBN: 978-013-294696-4. 
Kolski, T. D., Jongsma, A. E. & Myer, R. A. (2nd edition)(2012). The crisis counseling 

and traumatic events treatment planner. New York: John Wiley & Sons. ISBN: 
978-11180570184. 

Wright, H. N.  (2011). The Complete Guide to Crisis & Trauma Counseling: What to Do 
and Say When It Matters Most! Ventura CA: Regal Books. (Gospel Light)  ISBN: 
978-0830758401 

 
Recommended 
Compton, M. T.  & Kotwicki, R. J. (2006). Responding to individuals with mental illnesses. 

Sudbury, MA: Jones & Bartlett Publishers ISBN: 9780763741105  
Floyd, S. (2008). Crisis counseling: A guide for pastors and professionals. Grand 

Rapids, MI: Kregel Academic & Professional. ISBN: 978-0-8254-2588-2. 
Rubin, A. & Springer, D. W. (2009). Treatment of traumatized adults & children. 

Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Publishing Company ISBN: 9780470228463 
 



Wiger, D. E., & Horowski, K. J.  (2003). Essentials of crisis counseling and intervention. 
Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Publishing Company.  ISBN: 
0471417556 (COUN) 

 
Disclaimer: The above texts provide information consistent with that required by state 
licensing boards in the class subject area. Liberty University does not necessarily endorse 
specific religious, philosophical, or political positions found in these texts. 
 

V. Required Software 

ENDNOTE X6 Available free for download via an institutional site license to Liberty 
University students on the ILRC website. 
 

VI. MEASURABLE LEARNING OUTCOMES  

The student should be able to: 
 

A. Analyze and trace the history of the discipline of counseling known as crisis 
intervention. 

B. Examine, discuss, and integrate all issues, theories, assumptions, materials, etc., 
presented in the course in accord with current scholarly standards and practices. 

C. Examine, discuss, and integrate all issues, theories, assumptions, materials, etc., 
presented in the course through the lens of Scripture. 

D. Compare, contrast and comprehend prevalent crises that counselors may need to 
address in their clients. 

E.  Illustrate and clarify the process of crisis intervention by means of case studies. 
F.  Generate a comprehensive listing of primary crisis referral sources. 

 
VII. COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS 

A. Class Participation: (75 points/7.5%)  
   Class attendance is mandatory.  Due to the amount of information that will be  
   covered and discussed, it is imperative that you be in class. Some information 
   will be presented in class that will not be covered in the text or the extra reading 

assignments. Meaningful participation will be essential to the overall learning 
process and will be graded accordingly. Each class is worth 10 points, with one 
unexcused absence allowed without penalty. 

        
B. Movie Critique (75 points/7.5%) ** 

Students will view 3 crisis-related movies and complete a 3 to 4 page critique for 
each. A list is included at the end of this syllabus. No title page or abstract is 
necessary.  
 
The following areas should be addressed: 

1) Describe the plot of the movie in a short paragraph (less than 25% of total). 
2) Identify the precipitating event(s).       
3) Identify the type of crisis (Situational, Developmental, or Existential).    
4) Identify the material, personal, and social resources available to the individual.   
5) Briefly, how was the crisis handled?     



6) Suggest several interventions that this person could have used to address the 
crisis.  

7) Discuss a Biblical worldview principal or scripture(s) related to the crisis. 
Be sure to have any references you have used at the end, including information on 
the movie (Title, year, etc.)      

 
C. Online Quizzes (200 points/20%) 

There will be 4 online quizzes that will cover the reading from the Jackson-
Cherry/Erford text. Each will be worth 50 points and will consist of multiple 
choice or similar questions, for a total of 200 points. Please read the materials 
carefully before you open each quiz, as they are timed and forced completion. 
You may use your text and notes, but must take the test without any other 
assistance, i.e. individually. Without being familiar with the materials through 
reading the chapters, you will not be able to complete the quizzes in the time 
allotted. At the end of the time allowed, the quiz will automatically close and 
submit. 

 
D. EndNote Database (100 points/10%) 

Students will compile a comprehensive database on Crisis Counseling and a 
number of related areas. Specifics and instructions will be provided during class. 
(Relates to learning outcomes B, D, E) 

 
E. Group PowerPoint Presentation and Treatment Plan (200 points/20%) 

In groups of 3, students will present a 45-minute PowerPoint presentation (40+ 
slides) in class on one of the major topics listed below. Present general info on the 
crisis area, incidence rates, population affected, symptoms/issues, and any special 
factors. Using pages 1–11 in Kolski put together a treatment plan for a fictitious 
individual who has symptoms of the issue upon which you are presenting. For 
example, for a presentation on Sexual Assault, put together a plan (see Kolski 10-
11 for a sample) to help a sexual assault survivor. Grading is based on the quality 
and completeness of the content and clarity and appeal of the presentation, (use 
illustrations throughout, rather than just text on a background) as well as the 
thoroughness of the presentation (Relates to learning outcomes B, C, D, E).  
 
Approved Topics for the group presentation include: Childhood sexual abuse, 
Terrorism, PTSD, Domestic violence, Natural disasters, Sexual Assault, 
Grief/bereavement/loss, Substance abuse, and Suicide. 
 

F. Community Referral Notebook (200 points/20%) ** 
Each student will develop a notebook of crisis related referral sources for their 
home community or the area (city) you intend to live in. The notebook should be 
organized by nature of crisis, and include contact information (address, phone, 
email, website, etc.), whether it is government or private, charges a fee or is free 
(if known, usually shown on the website), together with as much additional 
information as you feel would be beneficial to the client. Also include national 
groups (usually their website address and phone number) for as many areas as 
possible. The notebook should show local resources (city or immediate area), 



regional resources (state or district), and national resources. The list should be as 
comprehensive as possible, and should be set up in such a way that a page or 
section could easily be printed out or made available to your clients. Information 
may be cut and pasted as long as everything is reformatted for ease of use and 
appearance. Be careful of copyrighted materials, such as logos. Include a basic 
disclaimer at the bottom of each page. The number of referral sources will vary by 
the location used, but 100 is anticipated (Relates to learning outcome F).  

       
G. Research Paper: (200 points/20%) 

For the research paper, each student should present an overview of Crisis 
Intervention together with the crisis area selected, including definitions, 
symptoms and recommended (best practice) treatments. The paper should include 
both biblical references (appropriate scriptures) and psychological perspectives, 
be between 10-12 body pages with at least 15 references, 10 of which must be 
current (last 10 years) and follow APA style guidelines. Include title page, 
abstract, references, etc.  
 
Also, note that new HIPAA regulations concerning protected health information 
mandate that any case information presented will need to be de-identified. All 
information that would allow identification of the person must be changed or 
eliminated, including names, birth dates diagnostic evidence, ethnicity, or gender. 
If diagnosis, ethnicity, or gender is directly related to the case presentation it may 
be included if it will not allow for identification. (Relates to learning outcomes A, 
B, C, D, E).  
  

VIII. COURSE GRADING AND POLICIES 
A. Weighting of Assignments: 

Attendance/Participation:  75 7.5%  
Movie Critique:  75 7.5% 
On-line quizzes 200 20% 
EndNote Database 100 10% 
Group Presentation: 200 20% 
Community Notebook: 150 15% 
Research Paper 200 20% 
   Total 1,000 points          100% 

B. Grading Scale: 

940-1000	   A	   920-939	   A-	  
900-919	   B+	   860-899	   B	  
840-859	   B-	   820-839	   C+	  
780-819	   C	   760-779	   C-	  
740-759	   D+	   700-739	   D	  
680-699	   D-	   679 & below	   F	  
    

 
 



IX. Attendance Policies 
Regular and punctual attendance is required of all students. Additionally, active 
participation is required during class and is evaluated as part of the students overall 
participation grade (13% of final grade, as described above). 
 
Late Policy  

Papers/projects:  
1. 5% deduction per day. 

2. No assignment will be accepted seven (7) days after original due date without 
written approval from the professor.  This approval must be sought prior to 
assignment due date.  

 
X. Other Policies  

A. Academic Misconduct 
Academic misconduct is strictly prohibited.  See The Graduate Catalog for 
specific definitions, penalties, and processes for reporting. 

B. Disability Statement 
Online students with a documented disability may contact the DLP Office of 
Disability Academic Support (ODAS) at dlpodas@liberty.edu to make 
arrangements for academic accommodations.  Residential students with a 
documented disability may contact the Office of Disability Academic  
Support (ODAS) in TE 127 for arrangements for academic accommodations. 

C. Drop/Add Policy 
Consult the Graduate Catalog for drop/add policies. 

D. Dress Code  
Students are expected to maintain a neat, professional appearance while in class.  
Consult the Liberty Way for appropriate guidelines. 

E. Dual Relationship & Limits of Confidentiality 
The faculty member is responsible to interact with counseling students in a 
supervisory capacity/role. As such, faculty may provide students professional 
principles, guidance, and recommendations as it relates to the context of the 
student-client setting. The faculty member is responsible for avoiding dual 
relationships with students such as entering a student-counselor or student-pastor 
relationship. Thus, the faculty do not provide personal counseling addressing 
student personal problems. If a faculty member perceives that a student is in need 
of personal or professional counseling then that faculty member will recommend 
that the student pursue either pastoral or professional assistance from a counselor 
in their community.  
In the event of a student’s disclosure, either verbally, or in writing, of either threat 
of serious or foreseeable harm to self or others, abuse or neglect of a minor, 
elderly or disabled person, or current involvement in criminal activity, the faculty, 
staff, administrator or supervisor, will take immediate action. This action may 
include, but is not limited to, immediate notification of appropriate state law 
enforcement or social services personnel, emergency contacts, and notification of 



the appropriate program chair or distance learning dean.  The incident and action 
taken will become part of the student’s permanent record. 

F. Correspondence 
Students are expected to communicate in a professional manner at all times 
whenever emailing classmates, professors, or any employee of Liberty University. 
Because there is no accompanying tone of voice, facial expressions or body 
language, email communication is more easily misinterpreted than face-to-face. 
Your emails should be courteous and well thought out to avoid knee-jerk 
responses that will be interpreted as “flaming” or sarcasm. Communicate 
complaints directly to the individual involved.  Do not send a blanket email to 
everyone in the class or to administrative personnel until you have communicated 
your concerns directly to the person involved and allowed them time to respond. 
Do not post a message to the class on Blackboard that is more appropriate for an 
individual. Avoid offensive language of any kind.   

G.  Classroom Policies                                                                                                 
1) Because of the nature of this class attendance is required.  Please see the 
professor for any anticipated absences, e.g. death in family, emergency medical 
situation, etc.                                                                                                            
2) No extra credit work will be available. 
3) Students should keep copies of their papers/assignments on their computers in 
case the electronic versions somehow disappear. 

4) Students should check their Liberty University email accounts at least once a 
day to receive information about the class, etc.  Being aware of changes, etc. is 
your responsibility. 
5) Students are expected to check the Bb site for this class for any 
announcements, additional materials, etc.  This is the student’s responsibility. 
6) Students are expected to abide by the policies about academic honesty as stated 
in The Liberty Way.  If you plagiarize you will receive a zero for the assignment 
at the least and possibly a FD (failure due to dishonesty) as a final grade for the 
course.  See the following link for particulars:  
http://www.liberty.edu/StudentAffairs/index.cfm?PID=1324   
7) Papers and Assignments - The papers are expected to be presented in a 
systematic and logical fashion.  Students may be asked to submit their papers to 
the Graduate Writing Center. The Graduate Writing Center Website: 
www.liberty.edu/graduatewritingcenter and email: graduatewriting@liberty.edu.  
Papers that do not follow APA guidelines will not be accepted.  In graduate 
school students must have the ability to write on a level that not only displays a 
general understanding of information but also must be able to analyze, synthesize, 
and articulate complex ideas. All assignment will be graded using a graduate 
school standard.  Because of the importance of written communication, the 
professor reserves the right to give a failing grade to a paper based solely upon the 
quality of the writing.  APA format is required on all written work unless 
otherwise instructed.   
8) Please turn your cell phones to vibrate while in class. If there is an emergency 
situation, let me know before class that you may need to step outside to answer. 



9) Laptops are permitted in the classroom for the purpose of taking notes.  They 
should not be used for surfing the web or emailing others. Abuse of this policy 
will result in the cancellation of this privilege.  

H.  FN Update: 
Students who begin a course, but at some point in the semester cease attending, 
and do not provide official notification to withdraw, will be assigned a grade of 
"FN" at the discretion of the instructor, dated to the student’s last date of 
academic activity. A grade of "FN" will be assigned when a student stops 
attending and/or participating in a class for a period of 21 consecutive days or 
longer. "FN" indicates that the student ceased attendance and failed to complete 
the course objectives. The last date of attendance will be based upon the last date 
that a student submitted an academic assignment (such as an examination, written 
paper or project, discussion board post, or other academic event). This will be the 
“Creation Date” of the assignment. 
Before posting the "FN" the professor must email the student after noticing at 
least 14 days of nonattendance. The professor should utilize the template email 
provided below to communicate the seriousness of the "FN" grade to the student. 
After 21 days of nonattendance in which the student has not submitted course 
work or communicated with their professor, the professor should post the "FN" 
grade in the Post Final Grades area of Blackboard, along with the student’s last 
date of attendance.  
 
Students who receive a grade of "FN" may appeal to their professor to have the 
grade removed to allow a resumption of work in the course. This appeal must be 
communicated in written form to the faculty member within 1 week of the 
notification of the "FN" grade being posted. The faculty member will confer with 
their Associate Dean in order to review and make a determination concerning the 
status of the appeal. 
 

  



Assignment Appendix 
 

Community Referral Notebook  
 

The Community referral notebook is a practical assignment designed to familiarize you with the 
scope, nature, and extent of crisis services available within your local community. Your 
notebook is to be an original piece of work.  
 
Many communities have referral guides – do not submit anything but your own original work for 
a grade. You can set your notebook up according to populations served (Children, Adolescents, 
Adults, Men & Women’s Services) or types of services offered (Inpatient, crisis, Shelter, group 
home, financial, food, clothing, fuel, etc.….).  
 
Your notebook should attempt to be a comprehensive representation of the services available in 
your community. If you come from a large city you can focus on a specific region (like 
Southside, Westside, etc.…) to make the scope of your project manageable. Additionally, you 
should give a brief description (several sentences) and contact information of the service 
available so that if I were looking at your community I could determine the appropriateness of 
the services provided.  
 
This project should have approximately 100 crisis programs described. Should you struggle with 
that number than you may include regional and even national referrals that meet specific needs in 
your community. Lots of churches in your community have outreach/crisis ministries as do the 
local YWCA/YMCA’s. Even if you are utilizing services in your community on a regular basis 
you should come up with some new referrals as a result of this assignment.  
 
I am aware that many communities have a referral directory. I am not looking for you to copy 
(plagiarize) what already exists. Be creative with your notebook and make sure it is organized 
and easy to read.  
 
Include at minimum the following information, if available: 
  

Name of service provider  
Physical Address   
Phone number 
Website/Email 
Summary of services (three to four sentences) 

  



COUN 604: Movie Critique Guidelines 
 

Purpose of the assignment: The purpose of this assignment is for you, as the crisis 
interventionist, to learn an organized approach when working with individuals in crisis. Short of 
hands on experience, this is an effective way to learn intervention strategies. You will take the 
information from your text and knowledge from your experience in the field, along with other 
course work and apply it. Each question below is designed to guide you as if you were working 
through the crisis with your client.  
 
Watch a movie of your choosing (acceptable in content) with readily observable crises and then 
complete a 3-4 page critique of the movie as it relates to crisis theory and intervention. Give 
particular attention to how you might use the ideas presented in this movie to explore the nature 
of the crisis presented and elaborate on your suggestions for alleviating the crisis, teaching 
coping skills and developing resiliency. Do not write a movie review or include an abstract. 
 
Below are nine questions to address in your review. Copy and paste these and then answer each.  
 

1. Identify precipitating event(s).        
 

2. Identify the type of crisis (Situational, Developmental, or Existential).    
 
3. Identify the material, personal, and social resources available to the individual.    

 
4. What were the differing perceptions of the crisis? (the client, family, community, 

friends, legal perspectives)         
 

5. Briefly, how was the crisis handled by the protagonist?     
 

6. Suggest several steps for that your client could be used to handle the crisis.   
 
7. Suggest steps for teaching coping skills and developing resiliency (preventing 

the crisis from reoccurring).           
 

8. What referral sources would be available to the client if he/she lived in your area?  
(specific names of organizations in your area to which you might refer your client  
You might have to research your area for this.)      

 
9. Discuss a Biblical worldview or principal related to the crisis.    
 
10. Following this guideline. (Not following these guidelines will result in rewriting 

 and resubmitting)          
 
Note that the content of the movie is not asked for except as it affects the client’s 
counseling-related needs.  

 
 



Suggested Movies 
 
The intent is that the movies below don’t contain materials that are inappropriate for LU. In many cases, 
these are included based upon recommendations from the Mental Health community. Inclusion in this list 
does not constitute endorsement by your professor or Liberty University. Please report to your professor 
any movie you feel should not be on this list or any additional movie that you feel belongs here.  
 
12 Angry Men 15 Minutes  Beautiful Mind, A Clockwork Orange, A 
About Schmidt Adaptation Agnes of God All About Eve 
American History X  An Angel at My 

Table 
Analyze This Antwone Fisher 

Any “Woody Allen” 
Movie 

As Good As it Gets  Awakenings  Bedlam 

Being There Benny & Joon Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari, The 

Caine Mutiny, The 

Butterfly Effect, The Experiment, The Fisher King, The  Long Kiss Goodnight, 
The   

Canvas Captain Newman, 
M.D.  

Capturing the 
Friedmans  

Citizen Kane 

Conspiracy Theory Control  Copycat Don Juan DeMarco 
Don't Bother to 
Knock 

Don't Say a Word Fearless Fight Club 

Gaslight Gone with the Wind Harvey Hours, The  
Hush, Hush Sweet 
Charlotte 

I Am Sam I Never Sang for my 
Father 

Identity 

Iris   Juno K-Pax   Lars and the Real Girl 
Lethal Weapon Lilith 50/50 (2011) Lost Weekend, The 
Man with the Golden 
Arm, The 

Marnie Matchstick Men  Memento   

Manchurian 
Candidate, The   

Ted Bundy Story, 
The   

Thirteen Three Faces of Eve, 
The 

Mommie Dearest Mr. Jones Nurse Betty  Of Mice and Men 
On Golden Pond One Flew Over the 

Cuckoo’s Nest  
One Hour Photo Ordinary people 

Paris, Texas Passion of Mind  Play Misty for Me Punch-Drunk Love  
Rainman  Reign on Me Running With Scissors Shock Corridor 
Silence of the Lambs  Sophie’s Choice Spellbound  Spun 
Sunset Boulevard Sybil The Aviator  Breakfast Club, The 
Unstrung Heroes Vertigo Weather Man, The What about Bob? 
What’s eating Gilbert 
Grape? 

Woodsman, The    

 
 
 
 
 



COUN 604 
Research Paper Guidelines 

 
Write a research paper of 12 – 15 pages of body text (not counting your title page, abstract, and works 
cited pages) discussing in APA (6th edition) format a specific area of crises as discussed in class. Cite 
everything. Balance the paper with both a biblical worldview and theoretical perspectives. The paper is 
worth 200 points. 
 
Length of paper: Should be 10 – 12 body pages – Points will be deducted if the body of the paper is 

below 10 pages or above 12 (excluding title page, abstract and references). 
 
Include at least 10 current references (within the last 10 years) - points deducted for each missing 

current reference.  This is in addition to your texts, if you choose to cite from them. 
 
Follow APA 6th style.  Review APA Grading Template for guidance and grading factors. Points are 

deducted for issues with grammar and for typos, 
 
Paper will be graded on thoroughness, content, and use of theoretical material and integration of 

biblical perspective. 
 
Plagiarism – Using or passing off someone else’s work as your own is a serious academic offense. 

Papers are submitted through SafeAssign to check for the proper treatment of sources. You 
may submit a draft version to check your score and then redo and submit. 

 
Self-plagiarism – Your own work that has previously been submitted to a class may not be reused. 

You may cite your own work up to 10% of the paper if proper APA citation format is used. 
 
Plagiarizing your paper will result minimally in failure of the assignment. Plagiarizing can also 

result in automatic failure of the course and academic discipline. Please make sure that all 
work is your own or is cited appropriately. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Research Paper Grading Template 
The following template was designed for you, the student, in an attempt to provide a large amount of feedback for 
each of your assignments, more than could ever be hand written on any one assignment.  You will see below all 
the areas that were objectively and thoroughly considered in the grading process, and how your performance was 
judged in each of these areas.  Also, please notice that this is an additive, not subtractive method of grading.  
Therefore, instead of beginning with 100% and losing points for errors, students begin with 0% and earn points for 
the work they submit.  The following template is a guideline for grading.  The professor reserves the right to 
raise/lower a student’s final grade.  
 Title Page (4)   
1 Running head is present and proper (i.e. Running head: ABBREVIATED TITLE) 1   
2 Page # and abbreviated title (2-3 words) top R corner & present throughout paper 1   
3 Full title is appropriate and in proper place (see APA for good title content) 1   
4 Student name and school in proper place (course # and student id # not necessary) 1   
     
 Abstract (4)   
5 The abstract is of proper word length (120 word max), and of relevant content  2   
6 Proper APA (not indented, no references, double spaced, correct heading, etc.)    2   
     
 Assignment Content  (Content, even before references, worth approximately 50% of your grade) (51)   
7 The assignment is grammatically correct (including sentence structure) 4   
8 The assignment is typographically correct 4   
9 Text is written in a coherent, succinct manner 6   
10 Points are presented with exceptional logic and insight  6   
11 Points are supported by proper us of references (in text citations present where necessary) 5   
12 Content is relevant in regards to—and sufficiently fulfills—assignment requirements 

Introduction (with research and hypothesis)  

Method (detailed and objective)  
Results (what was found)  
Discussion (relevance of data, restate hypothesis.)  

 

14   

13 Assignment is written in 3rd person (except in sections where personal reflection may be 
appropriate) 

5   

14 Assignment is of proper length 7   
     
 References (32)   
15 Citations on the reference page match citations in text 5   
16 The assignment contains a reference page free of errors (know APA well) 8   
17 References are from professional—primary—sources  (using original sources) 5   
18 References are current (within 5 years, when applicable) 2   
19 Assignment boasts at least required minimum number of references      5   
20 Quotations are introduced (don’t start sentences), long quotes proper (& not excessive)  2   
21 Proper presentation of in text citations (i.e. Smith & Jung, 2004, p. 123) 5   
     
 General APA (9)   
22 One inch margins (on L and R sides; don’t even/fix R margin) 1   
23 Headings are correct 2   
24 There is not additional space between paragraphs 1   
25 Proper indenting and paragraph length 1   
26 Font size and style are correct (Times New Roman, 12 point font)  1   
27 Proper presentation of numerals (usually written up to nine, numerals 10 and up)   1   
28 Proper introduction, use, and presentation of abbreviations 1   
29 Proper use of quotations, commas, italics, and other punctuation 1   
 



III. CALENDAR – ALL TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE! 
DATE TOPIC TEXTS DEADLINES 
1/13 Overview of Crisis Intervention, Safety 

& Self-care in Crisis Situations 
Jackson-
Cherry 1 & 2 
Wright 7-9 

 

1/20 Essential Crisis Intervention Skills 
Ethical & legal considerations 

Jackson-
Cherry 3 & 4 

 

1/27 Developmental and Existential Crises Wright 10-11 Quiz Jackson-
Cherry 1-4 

2/3 EndNote presentation 
Treatment Plan overview 
(Intro & Ch. 1 of Kolski, bring text to 
class) 

Wright 4-6, 
12-15; 
Kolski 

 

2/10 Suicide, Homicide, grief, loss, death 
notifications 
 

Jackson-
Cherry 5, 12, 
14 

Movie 
Reviews due 

2/17 Spiritual factors with crisis & trauma Wright 1-3  
2/24 Substance Abuse and Dependence 

 
Jackson-
Cherry 6 

EndNote 
Database due 

3/3 Intimate Partner Violence  
 

Jackson-
Cherry 7 

Quiz Jackson-
Cherry 5, 6, 
12, 14 

3/10 Spring Break   
3/17 Sexual Assault and Sexual Abuse Jackson-

Cherry 8 & 9 
Referral 
Notebook due 

3/24 Natural disasters - Emergency 
preparedness and response 

Jackson-
Cherry 10-11 

Quiz Jackson-
Cherry 7, 8, 9 

3/31 PTSD & CSD   
4/7 Child Abuse (Neglect, Physical, 

Emotional) 
Wright 16-20 Research 

paper due 
4/14 Military deployment and MST issues Jackson-

Cherry 13 
 

4/21 Easter Holiday   
4/28 Catch up and summary  Quiz Jackson-

Cherry 10, 11, 
13 

 
Please note: all assignments must be turned in by the start of class the day they are due. No 
exceptions, so plan well and allow for emergencies. 
 


